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DOUGLAS HARDY

in the summer of 1835 a young american poet arrived in
northern europe intent on seeking out the mysteries of scandinavia and in high spirits in anticipation of the romance of
the north 1 but henry wadsworth longfellow soon became
disillusioned his failure to achieve his original objectives can
be attributed largely to his own personality characteristics
which proved to be far from favorable in the european culture
he did not mix well with europeans on the contrary he
was never quite happy unless he was consorting with americans
and apparently this priggish attitude accompanied him
on subsequent visits 2
despite his personality difficulties and general disillusionment however he nurtured a fond and romantic sentiment
for the countries of the north which lasted for years the
basis for this paper is found in an entry by longfellow in his
journal the date being june 5 1854
I am reading with great delight the
it is charming
1

and under the date of june

Ka levala
finnish epic kalevala

22 1854 we find

have at length hit upon a plan for a poem upon the american indians which seems to me the right one and the only
one it is to weave together their beautiful traditions into
a whole 1I have hit upon a measure too which I1 think the
right and only one for such a theme 3
1I

the

growth of this seed of enthusiasm and inspiration
led to the creation of hiawatha an indian epic so successful
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that only twenty six days after its publication longfellow victoriously
tonous ly made the following entry in his journal under the
55
date of december 6 IS
1853
1855

the

publishers are just going to put to press the ninth and
tenth thousand of hiawatha critics may assail as they
njuov644
murve
please eppur
sl muove
eppui si
eppli

from the date of publication much unfavorable and sometimes rabid criticism was heaped upon both longfellow and
hiawatha A writer in a washington newspaper for example
charged that longfellow had stolen the entire form spirit
and many of the striking incidents from the finnish kalezaia
did
dia
ala others claimed that it was derived from spanish form 6
i zala
while still others debated whether or not it owed a debt to
levala translation of castren or the german
the swedish Ka
kalevala
translation of schiefner 7 in the heat of the battle a german
friend of longfellow mr ferdinand frelligrath
freiligrath came to the
defense of the american poet although freiligrath did not
know about the american background of hiawatha and in
addition was without definite information about lonnroth
unnrot s
lonnrot
v did
kalg
dia
levala
ala and the poetic devices governing finnish runes 8 he
Ka
kalevala
kale
kaie
felt justified in saying that mr longfellow had only occasionally used the parallelisms and alliterations of the finnish epic
his poem being not really in the old national metre of finland
but in a modified form of that metre
whatever the dis
agreement among the critics at the time longfellow was at
least able to console himself with the fact that hiawatha
parodies come in from all quarters even from california 10
this was at least an indication of the exploding coverage of
5

the poem

and

so our thesis is pointed out just what was the in
fluence of kale vala in the composition of hiawatha As has
been shown above there are only three possibilities longfKa levala
ellow was a plagiarist and stole outright from kalevala

hiawatha was composed completely independently of kale
ibid p 297
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ppaia
ala certain characteristics of the finnish epic were modified
vala
tala
taia
for use in hiawatha the second consideration is already out
let us first consider the third alternative
in the first place longfellow stated that freiligrath in his
defense of longfellow no matter how ill prepared he was to
give it puts the matter right at once he further added in
defense of his use of parallelism and repetition in hiawatha
that such construction was justified it being as much the
characteristic of indian as of finnish song 11
it is now quite apparent that the legends and settings of
the poem hiawatha were not copied from the kalevala
Ka levala but
have been traced to the pages of schoolcraft catlin heck
dewelder
ewelder
ew elder mrs eastman and others 12 mr schramm notes
1

the

scholars like the readers have forgotten that upwards
of a dozen indian verse romances were published in the
united states before hiawatha and that there was a well
grounded tradition of which longfellow must have been
13
la
conscious when in 1894 he began to write

in addition the rhythm of these verses was almost identical
to that used in hiawatha
mrs morton s quad
quab i of 1790 was largely tetrameter much
of it trochaic Ya
yamoyden
samoyden
moyden is almost entirely tetrameter the
land of powhatan employs four and five stress couplets and
tecumseh is almost entirely tetrameter alfalla
alhalla
quatrains
qua trains
is trochaic tetrameter

14

it becomes almost certain then that rather than adopt the
levala in the composition of hiawatha
kalevala
complete style of the Ka
longfellow found his source of great inspiration in american
tradition and in the abundance of precedent poems then available but everything that he found in the rhyme and meter
of the american models turned him to the finish classic as
the best of them all 15
to refer back to the first consideration did longfellow
levala in
steal outright the thoughts and patterns of the Ka
kalevala
addition to its already having been shown that only a modified
version of the metre of kalevala
Ka levala was used in hiawatha it is
5
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quite easy to display why it would be impossible for it to
have been otherwise
while in stockholm longfellow had studied finnish for
only thirteen days
interrupted by various activities 16 to
further complicate matters longfellow was never in touch
with finnish patriots linguists or literary men 17 the
Ka
levala was written in the karelian dialect a vocabulary of
kalevala
which was not available until 1862 18 in other words longfellow could not have studied the original before he composed
hiawatha the closest he could have gotten to the original
was through translations it being believed that he had a copy
of castren s swedish translation 0884
schiefner s german
1841
1841
translation 1852 and a french translation 19 although mr
kirby in his preface to the english translation firmly states
130
121
20
Ka levala was based on the first german translation 131
that kalevala
but in translation there is retained hardly any of the richness
of the original which facti
fact 1I shall presently demonstrate it
cacti
follows then that longfellow could not have plagiarizer
plagiarized consid
Ka levala had he wanted to
siderable
erable material from the kalevala
I1 have chosen to insert below the two initial stanzas from
Ka levala for comparison with the english transthe original kalevala
lation and a section from hiawatha
mielens
ininun
tekeli
mieleni
aiieleni m
muin tekevi
aimoni
aivoni jattelevi
aiattelevi
laula
Lah teani lauia
laulamahan
aula mahan
aulamahan
lahtedni
lahteani
janelemahan
janele
saa
5 aa ani janeie
sanele
sanelemahan
mahan
sukuvirtta
5 Suku
virtta juoltamahan
ukuvirtta
uku
suoltamahan
lauia
laulamahan
aula
aulamahan
mahan
lajivirtta laula
juussani julavat
sulapat
5sanat
lavat
sulavat
anat
su
ju
anai suussani
putoelevat
puhe
buhe et frutoelevat
Kiel
Ciel
klei
kiei
clel
cielelleni
kielelleni
erkiavat
elleni kerkidvat
hajoovat
hajo
ajoovat
hampahillem jajo
hampahilleni
aio
yeikkoseni
veikkoseni
seni
aulta veikko
veli kulta
kaunis
aunis kasvinkumppalini
asvinkumppalini
lauia
kanska laula
laulamahan
aula
aulamahan
mahan
ayt kanssa
lahe nyt
janele
janelemahan
saa kera janeie
sanele
sanelemahan
mahan
yhtehen jhyttyamme
yhyttydmme
bahta
kahta alta aytyamme
khytydmme
harvoin
hardoin yhteh
jhymme
jhtehenn yhymme
nyland p 6
ibid
ibid p 5
ibid p 6
Ka levala english translation by W F kirby
Lonn
lonnroth
rot elias kalevala
l6nnrot
lonnrot
1956

london

introduction p vi
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saarnme
saamme oinen toisihimme
stamme
oisihimme
rauko illa lajolla
ra
rajolla
jolla
nalila raukoilla
poloisilla
Polois illa podjan
pohjan mailla 21

let us

begin with initial alliteration I1 have placed initial consonants in italics so that they will be all the more easily distinguished from our sample verses it is readily seen that in
every line there is initial alliteration within the line in many
instances every word beginning with the same consonant this
is strictly characteristic of the entire work
next we come to free rhyme of the final syllable at
once we note the abundance of this throughout the complete
work interestingly enough there is a general change of pattern from initial alliteration whereas initial alliteration is
generally confined to the words in one line the final alliteration elements pair off with succeeding lines so that in addition to initial alliteration within the single lines each line
of a give couplet group contains individual and contrasting
final elements that in turn alliterate with corresponding twin
elements in the sister line though complicated in explanation
this phenomenon cannot be overlooked by even the superficial
glance of one who may be completely unfamiliar with the
language and notice how magnificently this maintains the
unity and spirit of the recurring couplet series the latter line
saying in essence what the former has just stated
the abundance of this free rhyme may be contributed to
the grammatical structure of the finnish language and which
is uniquely finnish for example in the first stanza the
mahan endings are nothing more or less than a regularly
forni of the regular maan
form
conjugated poetical verb ending a gorm
ending the ni elements in the first stanza and the ame
mme
endings in the second stanza are simply the first person singular possessive noun forms and the first person plural possessive
noun forms respectively and so we see that these constructions which are native to the prose and poetry of finland are
not strained poetical devices and partly owing to this reason
cannot degenerate into a singsong
sing song rhythm that occurs to
a degree when these structure factors are imposed upon the
english language it is appropriate also to indicate that
the metre of kalevala
Ka levala is dimeter not tetrameter the accent
in finnish always falling on the first syllable
11

porvo finland 1958
levala corvo
kalevala
Lonn rot elias Ka
lonnrot
hnnrot
henrot
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is not all the finnish language and consequently the kalevala
Kalevala is pregnant with assonance within words the

but this

reason for this being that front vowels can only unite with
front vowels and back vowels can only unite with back vowels
the vowels i and e fitting into either pattern for example
yhtehen yhyttyaamme
yhyttydamme
kaytyhmme
bahta
kahta alta kaytyamme

can you find just one letter that does not have a rhyming
counterpart and all this beauty of sound and rhythm is
native to the language during longfellow s very brief introdou bless became aware of
doublers
duction to the finnish language he doubless
the existence of some of the language characteristics we have
mentioned but as has already been shown it was quite impossible for him to adopt these features with understanding
into his composition of hiawatha
mr waino nyland has pointed up another factor that
levala from hiawatha he reminds us
kalevala
further separates the Ka
levala is evolved folk
kalevala
song poetry originally made
folksong
that the Ka
to be played on the kantele a five stringed G A B C D
instrument to which each line is fitted 22 he continued with
example

this tune

54

time each
consists of four measures in
measure begins with six eighth notes and ends with two
quarters to make the count of five

28
23

is haunting music indeed as the writer can testify
now that a few of the characteristics of the original are
established let us see how it compares with the english trans-

this

lation of mr kirby and an excerpt from hiawatha
14 15
nyland pp
ap 1415
211bid
ibid
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am driven by my longing
and my understanding urges
that 1I should commence my singing
and begin my recitation
1I will sing the people s legends
and the ballads of the nation
to my mouth the words are flowing
and the words are gently falling
quickly as my tongue can shape them
and between my teeth emerging 244
1I

where is the rich alliteration that was found in the finnish
mr nyland has included a quotation in his work that in
answer to the question of the beauties and interweaving in
intrica cies of finnish as in the Ka
tricacies
levala what do the translations
kalevala
give us
says
nothing but four trochaic feet dry and
2
1121
2125
2221
1I wholeheartedly agree
stripped of all pleasure2
pleasured
pleasure
now what does hiawatha look like
by the shores of gitche gumee
dumee
by the shining big sea water
stood the wigwam of nokomis
dark behind it rose the forest
rose the black and gloomy pine trees
rose the firs with cones upon them
bright before it beat the water
beat the clear and sunny water
beat the shining big sea water
21

parallelisms similar to those of kalevala
Kalevala are attempted here
and with some success but let us remember that longfellow
considered the parallelisms and repetitions characteristic of
indian culture as well as of finnish 2 initial alliterations are
also found here and there but for the most part are achieved
only by repetition of the same words whereas this is not true
pala
paia
in kalezala
Kale
Ka
lezala
rala
kate
kalerala
kalf
aside from the strictly prosodic considerations up to this
is interesting to note that the very mood of hiawatha
point it IS
pals
pais
is different from that of the kalevala
Ka
Kale
levala
rala the kalevala
Ka levala
kaie
kalerala
7

illustrates the harsh disappointing human relations
surrounding daily life the hero is beset with a succession
2kalevala
Kalevala
kalevala

english translation p 1
nyland p 19 see footnote 74
elson
eison william H and christine beck elson grammar school reader
chicago 1911 p 296
27
I ig rath correspondence
james J hatfield the longfelt
longfel low irei
longfellow
publi
freiligrath
frei
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bubli
canions
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guage association of Ai
coition
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america
ainerica
the modern linguage
nerica XLVIII december
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of embarrassing moments virtue is not a shield against
evil sin is unpunished evil often prevails in these and
levala is an antithesis of hiawatha
kalevala
many other aspects Ka
hiawatha was born to win he progresses through life
spiritually unscathed a sure victor in all struggles against
evil1
evl
evi

28

mr longfellow himself realized the gap between kale
vala and hiawatha and this is undoubtedly the reason for his
kalevala influence
not correlating the two how much did the Kalevala
the composition of song of hiawatha
in conclusion we
should believe the words of mr longfellow when in answer
to some charges of imitation he said
absorb 1I can give chapter and verse for these legends
it is absurb
their chief value is that they are indian legends 1I know the
Kalevala very well and that some of its legends resemble
kalevala
the indian stories preserved by schoolcraft is very true but
the idea of making me responsible for that imitation is
too ludicrous 29

in fact we must accept his authority as a conclusion because
no
other alternative
the evidence offers boother
noother
nyland p 11
longfellow p 297
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